Waldorf College Education Department
Student Teaching Weekly Log
Week 4

Student Name: ____________________________

Cooperating Teacher: Delean Stanton

Week: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-21 to 9-25

1. Activities
   Bradstreet presentations  Intro Autobiography
   Prezi Intro
   in-class or one-line discussion
   Journal Writing

2. Strengths of student teacher
   Developing relationships
   Learning how to Motivate Students

3. Things to work on next
   Continue their new arrangements
   When they work great -
   When they don't continue to re-adjust

4. Problems/concerns
   None at this point.

Other:

Very impressed - when students did not meet expectations on an activity she stopped - re-taught or made the students demonstrate learning - "Raised the Bar"